
GorkaMorka Scenario: Def Race!

Orks love any excuse to drive fast, yell loudly and Ram Ram Ram! Regularly the Meks will 
hold a proper “organized” race within the boundaries of Mektown for their enjoyment and to 
make a few extra teef on bets and the inevitable post race repairs. Crowds of raucous orks 
gather from miles around to check out the action from the bleachers as the sounds of 
rumbling engines and twisting metal fill the air. The teef a mob can win from racing over the 
finish line can be substantial yet the bragging rights are the real goal of the competition.

Special Rules

• This scenario does not use the standard bottling out rules.

Knock’n About

• In the confined space of da track the ork drivers are used to dinging and scraping other 
vehicles and the walls. They are all the more focused on the momentum then saving 
their own hides, besides; it makes for a better show. To represent this, when a vehicle 
is raked, sideswiped or rammed (including shunting) the vehicles are not swerved but 
simply moved aside so that it is no longer in the path of the other vehicle.

Jockeying for Position or Out’a da Way ya Git!!

• It’s simply not in an ork’s nature to move aside at let another pass them. When a 
player wishes to pass another player they work out jockeying for position. When a 
vehicle moves, under its owner’s control, to a position within 2 inches of the rear or 
side of another vehicle travelling the same direction, they may declare they are 
passing. The vehicles are placed side by side (this may result in extra movement for 
the passer). Both players then roll a d6 and add it to their driver’s leadership. The 
higher scoring player is now moved so that its rear is 2 inches ahead of the loser yet in 
the same side of the track (this will result in some extra movement for the winner). 
Assuming the challenger wins the jockeying roll off he may continue his move as 
normal. If the result is a tie the racers are left side by side and are considered chasing 
automatically for the next players turn. At the end of the next player’s movement 
(assuming they are still side by side) they must jockey for position once again.

• In the event that two racers are side by side in an unresolved jockeying attempt and a 
third player wishes to pass he is blocked and must follow behind until a it is resolved, 
there is simply no room to get by!. In this case the third and subsequent drivers may 
declare to chase in the normal fashion.

Da Desert

• Arrange the table to form a track using fence and rubble or any other terrain in your 
collection that can delineate a track. The track can be around the edge of the table to 
form an oval or a figure eight through the center of the table. A start/finish line may be 
placed across the track at any point of the players choosing. The track should be at 
least wide enough to accommodate two vehicles side by side but you may vary it as 
players see fit (and fun).



Mobs

• More than two mobs may take part in a Def Race. Each mob may bring a single buggy, 
track or bike with its driver. They may also bring two warriors mounted in the vehicle. 
This may include the gunner but he may not make use of any mounted big guns the 
vehicle has. As the Def Race is a contest of driving, the mobs may not use any big 
guns mounted on the vehicle (this includes linked weapons on bikes) they may still 
shoot and board with any other weapons that they may have.

• Players roll off for pole position on a d6. Starting with the highest scoring player, they 
place their vehicle on the inside of the track in contact with the starting line. The next 
highest scoring player then places their vehicle within 2 inches of the first and in 
contact with the starting line. The next places until there is no more room to contact the 
starting line. They are then placed in a second row starting from the inside track no 
closer than 2 inches from the vehicle beside and in front.

Starting

• The mobs rev their engines and shoot off down the track in the same order in which 
they were placed.

• Da pits: When a vehicle is immobilized it is quickly dragged off the track by the meks 
and spanners to the pit. Here they work feverishly to repair the damage well enough to 
“get dat zoggin’ kart back in da race!” at the end of the turn in which the vehicle was 
immobilized it is removed from the track. In the recovery phase of the controlling 
players turn roll ad6 on the following chart.

◦ 1-3 – We’z still workin on it! The vehicle is not yet ready to take to the track roll 
again next round and add + 1 to your result.

◦ 4-It’s a bit knackered! It’s fixed but it’s only barely holding. You may choose to take 
to the track but all thrusts and gas engine moves are at – 2 inches. You can choose 
to keep working on it for another round and may roll again next round with a +2.

◦ 5- We’z got a few bits left over but it’s nearly as good as new! The vehicle is nearly 
in top form and may enter the track however its thrust and gas moves are reduced 
by 1 inch. You can choose to keep working on it for another round and may roll 
again next round with a +3.

◦ 6- Good as new! You may take to the track and continue racing with no movement 
penalty.

• Vehicles entering from da pits are placed in contact with the outer track at the point 
where they were immobilized facing the direction of the race, they may move normally 
on their next turn.

Ending

• The game ends when a vehicle completes a pre-set number of laps around the track. 
Players must mutually agree on the number of laps before hand. A lap is considered 
complete when the entire vehicle moves over the finish line. The race also ends if no 
vehicles are left on the track. In this case the winner is the mob who has completed the 
most laps. A mob with an immobilized vehicle may choose to leave the race instead of 
making a repair roll in da pit. A vehicle that has no driver is considered to be out of the 



race if it is then immobilized. Vehicles that are still immobilized at the end of the race 
must make a roll to determine if they are crippled. Roll a d6. On a one the vehicle is 
crippled and must roll on the permanent damage table.

Income

• Mobs may work their mine as normal. In addition to this, the mob that wins the Def 
Race gains 2d6 teef (added to the teef made from working the mine) also they may 
choose one of the following as a prize.

1. A free piece of gubbins chosen by the player (add its value for the purpose of 
calculating mob rating).

2. One free upgrade to any one vehicle in the mob. Treat this as a “jobs a good’un” 
result and count the cost as 3 teef for calculating mob rating.

3. One free upgrade to any one weapon in the mob (including big guns). Treat this 
as a “jobs a good’un” result and count the cost as 3 teef for calculating mob 
rating. Remember that these upgrades are still able to cause issues if it is the 
2nd or subsequent upgrade of that type.

Experience

• +10 – Winning. The leader of the winning mob gains an additional 10 experience due 
to the prestige of winning in front of a crowd of onlookers.

• + 5 – each penetrating or wounding hit.

• +1 – For each driver for each lap that they complete.

• +D6 - for each mob member that took part in the race and survived.


